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Abstract: A major risk associated with internet usage is the access of websites that contain malicious content, since 

they serve as entry points for cyber attackers or as avenues for the download of files that could harm users.  Recent 

reports on cyber-attacks have been registered via websites, drawing the attention of security researchers to develop 

robust methods that will proactively detect malicious websites and make the internet safer. This study proposes a deep 

learning method using radial basis function neural network (RBFN), to classify abnormal URLs which are the main 

sources of malicious websites. We train our neural network to learn benign web characteristics and patterns based on 

application layer and network features and apply binary cross entropy function to classify websites. We used publicly 

available datasets to evaluate our model. We then trained and assessed the results of our model against conventional 

machine learning classifiers. The experimental results show a very successful classification method, that achieved an 

accuracy of 89.72% on our datasets. 
 

Index Terms: Deep learning, radial basis function neural network, malicious websites, malicious URLs. 

 

 

1.  Introduction 

Malicious websites host unsolicited content such as spams, phishing and drive by downloads which often entice 

naive users to fall victims to the activities of cybercriminals. The attackers use sophisticated methods to trick 

individuals into disclosing sensitive data or install malicious software in their systems, that eventually lead to financial 

loss to these individuals and organizations. Compromised uniform resource locators (URLs) have been the main mode 

of operation used by the cyber attackers to craft those rogue webpages in order to launch their illicit activities.  

Malicious websites have multiplied in number during the past few years. As of the beginning of 2018, one out of 

every thirteen URLs was malicious, resulting in a staggering 7.8% of all URLs as being malicious [1]. These numbers 

have gone up 2.8% as of 2020, indicating a rising trend in attack vectors via malicious websites.  
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A cyber attacker can use malicious website to impersonate a benign site in order to acquire sensitive data, 

including passwords, account details, or credit card information.  Malicious URLs have thus become a major problem, 

because it is difficult to examine each one individually and add each URL to a black list. The difficulty of analyzing and 

indexing URLs to segregate malicious websites from legitimate ones is a major source of concern to researchers. URLs 

have been traditionally detected by blacklist techniques. However, these approaches have become ineffective at 

detecting new generations of malevolent websites [1].  

Creators of new generation rogue websites use obfuscation techniques, such as misspelt names to modify the URLs 

for them to seem genuine in other to evade blacklist methods employed by many antivirus software. To alleviate this 

problem, Do Xuan et al [2], Gabriel et al [3], Catak et al [4] and a host of many other researchers have in the past few 

years employed machine learning methods to detect malignant URLs.  

Using a collection of URLs as training data, machine learning techniques create model frameworks that can be 

applied to the data and learn a predictive function to categorize a given URL as malicious or legitimate. In contrast to 

blacklisting techniques, machine learning approaches can generalize to new URLs. However, some properties and 

nature of URLs, as well as the huge amounts of data required often results in difficulty in training the URL classifier in 

respect of learning appropriate function and scalability [1]. Consequently, the training complexity of the model becomes 

high, even though in theory, large amount of training data should make the machine learning model better. 

As a result, a group of scalable learning methods called online learning [5], has been extensively used for this 

classification task. The sparseness of the URLs’ bag-of-words feature representation poses yet another difficulty to this 

approach. Every word that could possibly appear in any URL is turned into a feature. Therefore, it is possible that tens 

of thousands of sparse features will be produced.  

In order to increase learning efficiency and effectiveness, a learning approach should take advantage of this feature 

sparsity. There are many more challenges associated with the task of detecting malicious websites based on URLs, and 

this continue to add to the growing call on the research community to address them.  

 Researchers in cybersecurity have focused attention towards the use of deep neural networks to develop more 

robust detection schemes to proactively safeguard our cyber space.  

This study introduces a deep learning method for analyzing websites with malicious and benign characteristics. 

we extracted and analyzed several URL features to formulate a supervised learning problem. Our network aims to 

learn important information from the input dataset and reconstructs the given URL sample using the hidden layers. The 

network only uses legitimate instances from the training data to extract the benign URL patterns and characteristics.  

We have utilized binary cross entropy as loss function to distinguish between malicious and normal ULR instances. 

The choice of this loss function is based on the fact that benign samples will produce a low reconstruction error while a 

high error will be generated when using the malignant samples. Our model achieves accuracy of 89.72% on our dataset. 

We perform several experiments on our data based on existing machine learning methods and compare the results 

with that of our deep learning model.  

The following is a summary of this paper's contributions: 

 

 We propose a deep learning method based on the radial basis function neural network to build a detection 

model for malicious websites. We have used only legitimate instances to train our model.  

 We have extracted and analyzed several URL features to formulate a supervised learning problem and build a 

model to classify malignant and legitimate websites, based on network properties and application layer features. 

 We compare our neural network-based model to state-of-the-art machine learning model including, Logistic 

Regressions, SVM Classifier, CAT boost Classifier and Random Forest Classifier. The result shows a superior 

performance in favour of our approach. 

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The literature on the identification of malicious websites is reviewed 

in ection 2. We present our methodology in section 3.  Section 4 demonstrates the experimental analysis. Finally, the 

conclusion of the work is discussed in section 5.  

2.  Related Works 

Researchers have proposed different approaches to analyze malicious URLs, and by extension malicious websites. 

Anomalous website detection methods can be categorized as malicious website recognition, malicious website source 

identification and malicious website mitigation. Studies on malignant websites recognition have previously been based 

on URL characteristics [2] using signature-based techniques [6,7,8], machine learning approaches [9,10,1] and more 

recently, deep learning methods [11,12,13,14]. The signature-based approaches maintain a database of known 

malignant URLs. If an unknown URL is accessed, there is a query triggered on the dataset and all compromised URLs 

are blacklisted. The shortfall of this methods is that new malignant URLs are hardly detected if they are not part of the 

list. Do et al [2], investigated a couple of machine learning based algorithms for building malicious URL detection 

models. The authors pointed out that characteristics of URLs is grouped into static and dynamic behaviours. A machine 

learning algorithm is selected and applied to build a detection model based on the nature of the URL characteristics.  
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Consequently, Ma et al [15], Eshete et al [16] and Purkait et al [17], extracted static features such as html content, 

lexical properties and host information of URLs and applied online learning algorithms [5,18] with support vector 

machines to static features. Also, the authors in [19, 20] extracted dynamic features of URLs such as system calls to 

detect compromised webpages. Machine learning techniques still suffer some limitations such that they are increasingly 

becoming ineffective at detecting malicious websites. Attackers have resorted to implementing sophisticated evasive 

techniques like using java scripts to plant malicious codes into webpages. These codes get executed at the client side, 

allowing the attackers to perform all manner of attacks. 

Online learning algorithms have been much successful in this field. The recent surge in volumes of training data 

for suspicious websites detection, which comes in millions of features have prompted the research community to 

employ deep learning methods, which automatically learn the URL features as well as perform feature selection. 

Classification models are then built using these features.  

The authors in [11,12,14] have successfully applied deep learning methods to detect malicious webpages in recent 

years. Even though deep learning methods have produced promising outcomes in the task, it requires complex 

computation for models to be trained. This challenge becomes more pronounced when new URL information are made 

accessible and the model needs to be retrained. 

Our method employs a deep learning approach based on a radial basis function neural network for the recognition 

and detection of  malicious websites. We suggest a framework in which each URL sample is assigned to either the 

legitimate URL or malicious categories modeled as a binary classification problem. 

3.  Materials and Methods  

We first introduce the basic theory of the radial basis function network. Then we outline the architecture of our 

proposed neural network, along with the characteristics of model framework in this section. 

3.1  Basic Theory of Radial Basis Function Neural Network. 

Radial basis function network (RBFN) is a special type of deep neural network that employs radial basis functions 

as an activation function [24]. The output unit of this neural network is a linear combination of inputs and neuron 

parameters. RBF function is a real number function 𝜓, whose value depends on the distance between the inputs and 

some fixed point, such that 𝜓(𝑝) = 𝜓(∥ 𝑝 ∥) .  Any function that is presented in the form, 𝜓(𝑝) = 𝜓(∥ 𝑝 ∥)  is 

recognized as a radial function. When they are expanded into the hidden space, the functions are then referred as radial 

basis functions. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Basic network architecture of RBFN  

An RBFN is a three-layer network with input units, hidden units, and output layers at its core. It looks much 

similar to multiple layer deep feed forward neural network. The only difference is in the hidden layer, where instead of 

using some other activation functions usually employed in feed forward neural networks, we use the radial basis 

functions. RBFN neural network has a wide area for research, including function approximation, time series prediction, 

system control and classification problems. 
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3.2  Our Model  

This section outlines the deep learning-based technique proposed for identifying malicious websites. We define 

websites detection as a classification problem by assigning a label indicating a normal or malicious website based on 

reconstruction features on our datasets. Deep learning approaches have been preferred over conventional machine 

learning methods in such tasks.  They can represent the input feature exactly, by automatically extracting and 

distinguishing the features using many processing layers. The proposed model uses a radial basis function, which 

removes the important characteristics to estimate a decent approximation of the input feature space. The deep radial 

basis neural network, adopted for these studies comprises a single node that calculates a linear combination of inputs 

given a vector of real values as inputs, then outputs a 1 if the result is greater than some threshold and -1 if otherwise, 

defining an algorithm for supervised learning of binary classifier.  We present the training methodology in figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The methodology of our Approach 

Given the datasets 
1 2, ,..., nx x x  as inputs, with the outputs o  1 2, ,..., nx x x ,  given by the perceptron is computed by 

Eq. 1. 
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where 
iw  is the weight that determines the contribution of input 

1x to the perceptron output. 
1 2, ,..., nw w w , were the 

weights applied on the inputs, and 0w  is the bias as shown in figure 3.  First, we calculate the summation term 

0

n
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for all i in the range 0 to n. Once the summation is computed, we apply the activation function. O is the actual output 

which is compared against the targeted outputs. If both target outputs and the actual output are same, then

1 2, ,..., nw w w are the final weights, otherwise, we need to go back and modify these weights, the same process is 

repeated. Learning the weights  1 2, ,..., nw w w  however remains a challenge. Start with a random weight and iteratively 

apply the perceptron to each training sample, modifying the perceptron weights if a sample is misclassified as one 

method of learning an acceptable weight vector. Once the perceptron successfully classifies all of the training data, this 

process is repeated iteratively as many times as feasible through the training samples. The weights are modified at each 

epoch according to the training rule of the perceptron which revises the weight iw associated with input ix , according 

Eq. 2. 

 

                                                                 
i i iw w w                                                                              (2) 

 

                                                                  0i iw t x                                                                          (3)
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where η is the learning rate, which is assigned to a small value like 0.1.  t is the target output, o  is the actual output, 

and 
ix  is the input associated with 

iw .  Eq. 3 will modify the weights in each epoch. The procedure is repeated until all 

the samples are correctly classified.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Network Architecture of our proposed RBFN Neural Network. 

Figure 3 presents the network architecture of our RBFN neural network, which is similar to multi-layer 

feedforward neural networks [22]. The architecture consists of an input vector, a layer of RBNF neurons at the hidden 

space and an output layer. The input vector is an n-dimensional vector denoting the website features collected and 

which we are going to classify. The entire input vector is shown to each of the RBFN neurons in the second layer. Each 

of the neurons maintains 3 internal prototype vector µ. Each RBNF neuron generates a value of 0 or 1 after comparing 

the input vector to its prototype. If the input vector matches prototype, the output of that neuron will be 1 (malicious 

website), otherwise it will be 0 (benign website). The outputs of the network consist of two nodes to perform a binary 

classification of websites. Here, the output nodes are showing a weighted sum Σ, and based on this weighted sum, each 

output node is going to calculate the category it belongs to (each output node computes some score).  By placing the 

input in the category with the highest score, a classification decision is made. Due to the fact that each output node 

computes the score for a separate category, each output node has a unique set of weights. RBNF neurons that fall under 

its category will receive positive weight from the node, while those that don't will receive negative weight. 

Mathematical explanation.  RBNF network used in this analysis is similar to multiple layer feedforward neural 

networks. The distinction is in the hidden layer, where we use the radial basis function rather than the activation 

functions often used in feed forward neural networks [23]. We focus on one of the hidden neurons to provide a clearer 

explanation (i. e. k
th

 node for example) in the RBNF neuron layer, shown in figure 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. kth hidden node as an example. 

In a hidden node, we have two elements .  and the Euclidean distance dk defined by equation 4, that we are going 

to calculate. The connection weight c is used between the input layer and the hidden layer (the center). The use of the 

center in RBFNF network here, is different from the use of weight W in traditional multiple layer feedforward neural 

network. 

 

k kd x c                                                                                    (4) 
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where, 1,2,3,...k   

 

        1 2, ,...,k k k kdc c c c                                                                           (5) 

 

 1 2, ,..., dx x x x                                                                             (6) 

 

kc  can be determined by a training algorithm and 

 

     
2 2 2

1 2 2 2 ...k k k k d kdd x c x c x c x c                                              (7) 

 

Once we calculate the 
kd  and feed it into radial basis function  .h , we can find 

ky  i. e. the output. We can 

represent as Eq. 8. 

 

   k k ky h d x c                                                                        (8) 

 

The commonly used basis function is the Gaussian function defined as: 
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with parameters 0  . Therefore, the distance dk is calculated according to the input vector x  (input features) as well 

as the connection center c. The sigmoid 0   is the width of the Gaussian function which is defined by the training 

algorithm.  

4.  Experiments Analysis 

We first provide the datasets used for our investigations in this section. We next go into the details regarding our 

experimental setup and the metrics used for the evaluation of performance of the resulting model. Finally, we present 

the experimental findings from our suggested model and contrast them with earlier studies. 

4.1  Our Datasets 

We used publicly available datasets obtained at Kaggle.com. We dynamically analysed web applications honeypot 

interactions. Various python scripts were crafted to generate the data of each URL, which were then systematically 

analyzed. Starting with 530181 URLs, each was verified and later reduced to 63191 samples with the help of request 

library in python. 

4.2  Datasets pre-processing 

Neural networks generally perform better when the data is scaled to the bounds of the activation function. Since we 

have a binary classification problem at hand, we used sigmoid activation function within the RBFN network. Therefore, 

we normalized the input data to the range of [0, 1]. We have used the Min-Max Normalization for each input feature, 

which rescales the range of features using Eq. 10. 

 

min( )

max( ) min( )

i
i

q q
X

q q





                                                                        (10) 

 

Where, iX  is a d-dimensional feature vector taken from the training samples, and iq  is the i
th

 normalized data 

point. 

We created a column in the malicious data so that the column values of the malicious data will be 1 and column in 

the legitimate website data has values of 0. This gives us a supervised learning problem such that if the value is 0, it is 

legitimate data and if the value is 1, it is a malicious data. We then combined those two datasets along the axisy  . We 

take out the y-values as our ground truth values and the rest of the data used for training the model. We finally convert 

the data into a 1-dimensional array from n-dimensions. We now have a dataset comprising 1781 rows and 21 columns. 

Table 1 presents a brief description of selected features of the dataset.  
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Table 1. Data Description 

Feature/Variable Description of values associated with variables 

URL unknown URLs identified and analyzed 

URL_LENGTH character count in the URL 

NUMBERSPECIALCHARACTERS amount of special characters found in the URL example: # , ˙ , ´ , ¯ , {}, 

CHARSET significance of categorical value in character encoding 

SERVER values indicating operating system of server that produced packet response 

CONTENT_LENGTH HTTP header’s content size 

WHOIS_COUNTRY values here indicate server response countries 

WHOIS_STATEPRO values indicate the states reported from the server response 

WHOIS_REGDATE date server was registration (format: DD/MM/YYY HH:MM) 

WHOISUPDATEDDATE current updated date from analyzed server 

TCPCONVERSATIONEXCHANGE amount of TCP packets communicated between server and honeypot client 

DISTREMOTETCP_PORT number of ports detected that are different from TCP 

REMOTE_IPS Overall number of IPs connected to honeypot 

APP_BYTES number of transferred bytes 

SOURCEAPPPACKETS source of packets sent from honeypot to server 

REMOTEAPPPACKETS number of packets received from server 

APP_PACKETS overall number of IP packets generated during communication between honeypot 
and server 

DNSQUERYTIMES DNS packets generated during communication between honeypot server 

TYPE values indicating type of web page analyzed (1= malicious websites, and 0 = 

legitimate websites 

 

Obviously, the data had lots of issues that needed to be cleaned up where we deemed appropriate. For example, the 

URL column was dropped since it’s a unique identifier. Also, columns like DNSQUERYTIMES, and server had null 

values and so dummy values were used to replace those nulls. Yet again, the data had lots of categorical features like 

"TCP_CONVERSATION_EXCHANGE","URL_LENGTH","APP_BYTES","SOURCE_APP_PACKETS","REMOTE

_APP_PACKETS","SOURCE_APP_BYTES","REMOTE_APP_BYTES”, so these were ignored in our model. Highly 

correlated features such as in the case of longer URLs, which had the tendency to contain many special characters were 

also dropped. With the dataset cleaned up, it was scaled and split into train-test-split, with test size of 30% and the 

remaining 70% used for training the network.  

4.3.  Metrics used for performance evaluation 

By using the standard SciKit Learn class from python language, we evaluated the performance of the machine 

learning models and our proposed model based on Accuracy (Acc), Precision (Prec), Recall (Rec) and F-Score(F1). We 

tracked the classification report and the confusion matrix. These evaluation methods were defined by the following: 
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Where:  

TP = True Positive representing the number of instances correctly predicted as malignant websites. 

TN = True Negative, representing the number of instances correctly predicted as legitimate websites.  

FP = False Positive False, represents the number of instances incorrectly predicted as malignant websites. 

FN = False Negative, represents the number of instances incorrectly predicted as legitimate websites. 

4.4  Experimental set up  

All experiments in this study were conducted on a physical machine, having the following specifications: Intel 

Core i5,1.4 Quad-Core processor with 8 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3 memory, on MacBook Pro (2020 edition), running 

macOS Monterey version 12.4 (64 bit) operating system. The TensorFlow deep learning framework was used to build 

the RBFN neural network-based model, in which all the RBNF-based algorithms were implemented in python language. 

Specifically, the TensorFlow version 1.2.3, and python version 3.7.7 were used. 
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4.5  Experimental Results  

We compared the detection performance of the RBFN-based model with some of the most well-established 

machine learning methods, including Logistic Regressions, SVM Classifier, CAT boost Classifier and Random Forest 

Classifier, to evaluate our proposed model on the datasets. We analyzed precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy values 

of all the approaches. For fairness’s sake, we trained the machine learning models under the same condition with the 

same pre-processed dataset and environment described earlier. The comparison results are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Further improvement using different activation functions 

Machine Learning Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1Score 

Logistic Regressions 0.8625 0.3353 0.580 0.5238 

SVM Classifier 0.8832 0.6129 0.2754 0.3800 

CAT boost Classifier 0.9016 0.6364 0.8227 0.7126 

Random Forest Classifier 0.8958 0.6438 0.7872 0.6954 

Table 3. Results obtained by RBNF deep neural network model 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1Score 

0.8972 0.7129 0.77764 0.6845 

 

Confusion Matrix   450    12 50    19  

The results obtained by the simple deep learning model shown in table 3 indicates a slight improvement, which 

means it performs well at classifying the malignant websites as can be seen also in the confusion matrix and the F1 

score. Based on the results obtained by the trained RBNF neural network, we tried to further improve on this by 

adjusting several of its parameters and using different optimization algorithms, including limited memory BFGS 

optimization algorithm (L-BFGS), Stochastic gradient descent (SGD), and Adam.                       

Table 4. Model improvement using different optimizers (solvers). 

 Activation function (Solver) Accuracy F1Score 

0 L - BFGS 87.947269 52.380952 

1 SGD 88.710565 47.948718 

2 Adam 88.353917 39.420040 

 

From Table 4, it is clear that the L-BFGS optimizer is the best solver, producing the highest accuracy and F1 

scores. Therefore, this optimer may be adopted and used for further model improvements. In Table 5, we used the L-

BFGS optimizer with several other activation functions, including Identity activation, logistic, tanh, ReLU. The results 

further shows that the logistic activation function produced 90.2% accuracy and 57.4% F1 score 

Table 5. Further improvement using different activation functions 

 Activation function Accuracy F1Score 

0 Identity activation 86.440678 16.279070 

1 Logistic activation 90.207156 57.377049 

2 Tanh activation 89.077213 55.384615 

3 Relu activation 88.700565 52.380952 

 

The goal for our proposed model is to find a more efficient model that can classify malignant websites. By 

optimizing and adjusting several parameters, our proposed RBNF based model has proven to be very effective. 

Additionally, as shown in Table 2, we contrast the performance of the suggested strategy with baseline machine 

learning models. So, the base machine learning model was CAT boost classifier that produced 90.16% accuracy. 

However, the model produces poor precision and recall scores. It can be seen from the confusion matrix, the model is 

good at predicting legitimate websites, but poor at predicting malignant websites, this makes the machine learning 

models ineffective if we were to implement the models in real-world applications. It can however be seen from Table 3 

that deep learning model can considerably improve on predicting malicious websites. 
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5.  Conclusion and Future Works 

Traditional malicious website detection methods fail to classify sophisticated URLs with unexpected patterns, 

hence detection of the resulting roque websites has become one of the most challenging tasks in the internet usage. This 

study proposes a new deep learning-based detection method, focusing on malicious URLs. Our proposed deep neural 

network framework is based on radial basis function that can effectively model both legitimate and malicious websites. 

It detects the abnormality from the dataset using binary cross entropy as a function to map inputs to the output. 

Our experimental analysis shows that the proposed model can detect abnormality in URL data. It is our intension 

to extend this binary classification task into a multiclass classification problem, where specific malicious website types 

would be determined. 
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